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We demonstrate theoretially a parallelized -not gate whih allows to entangle a mesosopi
ensemble of atoms with a single ontrol atom in a single step, with high delity and on a miroseond
timesale. Our sheme relies on the strong and long-ranged interation between Rydberg atoms
triggering Eletromagnetially Indued Transpareny (EIT). By this we an robustly implement a
onditional transfer of all ensemble atoms between two logial states, depending on the state of the
ontrol atom. We outline a many body interferometer whih allows a omparison of two many-body
quantum states by performing a measurement of the ontrol atom.
PACS numbers: 03.67.-a,32.80.Rm,42.50.Gy
Atoms exited by laser light to high-lying Rydberg
states interat via strong and long-range dipole-dipole
or Van der Waals fores [1℄. Level shifts assoiated with
these interations an be used to blok transitions of more
than one Rydberg exitation in mesosopi atomi en-
sembles. This dipole blokade [2℄ mehanism underlies
the formation of superatoms in atomi gases with a sin-
gle Rydberg exitation shared by many atoms within a
blokade radius. Furthermore, this provides the basis for
fast two-qubit gates between pairs of atoms in optial or
magneti trap arrays. Reently, these superatoms and
Rydberg gates have been demonstrated in the labora-
tory by several groups in remarkable experiments [3, 4℄,
also ombining the tools of Eletromagnetially Indued
Transpareny (EIT) and Rydberg blokade [5℄. Building
on these ahievements, a future hallenge is to develop
and extend Rydberg-based protools towards single step
many atom entanglement. Here we propose and analyze
a fast high-delity many-partile gate by ombining el-
ements of EIT and Rydberg interations, whih entan-
gles in a single step a ontrol atom with a mesosopi
number of atoms N . As disussed below, suh a meso-
sopi parallel Rydberg gate has immediate appliations
in quantum information proessing and entanglement-
based many partile interferometry, and represents a
quantum amplier or single atom transistor [6℄.
Figure 1: In the envisioned setup the quantum state of an
atomi ensemble is manipulated depending on the state of
a single ontrol atom. The atomi ensemble an onsist of
atoms in a single trap or of atoms being onned in a lattie.
We envision a setup as illustrated in Fig. 1. A ontrol
atom and a mesosopi ensemble of atoms are stored in
two separate trapping potentials, e.g. in two dipole traps
as in Ref. [4℄, or in large-spaing optial latties or mag-
neti trap arrays [7℄. Our goal is the implementation of
the operation -not
N
, dened by
|0〉|AN 〉 → |0〉|AN 〉, |0〉|BN 〉 → |0〉|BN 〉, (1)
|1〉|AN 〉 → |1〉|BN 〉, |1〉|BN 〉 → |1〉|AN 〉,
where |0〉, |1〉 and |A〉 and |B〉 denote long-lived ground
states of the ontrol and ensemble atoms, respetively.
The gate onsists of a onditional swap of the two inter-
nal states of N ensemble atoms, where we have adopted
the notation |AN 〉 ≡⊗Nk=1 |A〉k and |BN 〉 ≡
⊗N
k=1 |B〉k.
The gate (1) orresponds to a Shrödinger-at or GHZ-
type beam splitter: (α|0〉+ β|1〉) |AN 〉 → α|0〉|AN 〉 +
β|1〉|BN 〉. The resulting state onstitutes an important
resoure for quantum omputing, and provides a basi
ingredient for Heisenberg limited interferometry [8℄.
The basi elements and steps in our realization of the
gate (1) are: (i) the ontrol atom an be individually
addressed and laser exited to a Rydberg state ondi-
tional to its internal state, thus (ii) turning on or o the
strong long-range Rydberg-Rydberg interations of the
ontrol with ensemble atoms, whih (iii) via EIT-type
interferene suppresses or allows the transfer of all en-
semble atoms from |A〉 or |B〉 onditional to the state of
the ontrol atom. Among the distinguishing features of
our protool is high delity for moderately sized atomi
ensembles spread out over several mirometers. It does
not require individual addressing of the ensemble atoms,
in ontrast to a possible implementation of the gate (1)
by a sequene of N two qubit gates. It is robust with re-
spet to inhomogeneous interpartile distanes and vary-
ing interation strengths and an be arried out on a
miroseond timesale. Furthermore, we nd that me-
hanial eets aused by strong fores between Rydberg
atoms will not spoil the delity of the gate operation.
2Figure 2: a: Sequene of laser pulses (not to sale). b:
Eletroni level struture of the ontrol and ensemble atoms.
The ground state |1〉 is resonantly oupled to the Rydberg
state |r〉. The states |A〉 and |B〉 are o-resonantly oupled
(detuning ∆, Rabi frequeny Ωp) to |P 〉. A strong laser with
Rabi frequeny Ωc ≫ Ωp ouples the Rydberg level |R〉 to |P 〉
suh that |R〉 is in two-photon resonane with |A〉 and |B〉.
In this situation (known as EIT) Raman transfer from |A〉
to |B〉 is inhibited. : With the ontrol atom exited to |r〉
the two-photon resonane ondition is lifted as the level |R〉 is
shifted due to the interation energy V between the Rydberg
states, thereby enabling o-resonant Raman transfer from |A〉
to |B〉.
Let us now disuss the onrete physial implemen-
tation of the gate (1) and introdue intermediate states
for the ontrol and ensemble atoms (see Fig. 2). For
the ontrol atom we onsider the Rydberg level |r〉
whih is resonantly oupled to |1〉 by a laser with (two-
photon)-Rabi frequeny Ωr. In the rotating wave ap-
proximation the orresponding Hamiltonian reads Hr =
[(~Ωr/2) |1〉 〈r| + h.c.]. The ensemble atoms possess the
two stable ground states |A〉 and |B〉, the intermediate
state |P 〉 and a Rydberg state |R〉. The state |P 〉 an be
a p-state of an alkali metal atom, e.g. 52P3/2 in ase of
87
Rb, and possesses a lifetime γ−1p of tens of nanoseonds.
The ground states are o-resonantly oupled (detuning
∆ with ∆ ≫ γp) to |P 〉 by two Raman lasers, whih for
simpliity are assumed to have the same Rabi frequeny
Ωp (see Fig. 2b). A seond laser with Rabi frequeny Ωc
(∆ ≫ Ωc > Ωp) ouples |R〉 and |P 〉 suh that the two
ground states are in two photon resonane with |R〉.
We now outline the onditional transfer of the ensem-
ble atoms from the state
∣∣AN〉 to ∣∣BN〉. We start with
the ase of non-interating ensemble atoms sine it an be
treated in a single partile piture. Subsequently, we dis-
uss the eets aused by the interation among the en-
semble atoms. We distinguish two ases: For the ontrol
atom in |0〉we intend to blok the transfer
∣∣AN〉→ ∣∣BN〉,
whereas for the initial state |1〉 the transfer shall be en-
abled. In both ases the same sequene of three laser
pulses, as skethed in Fig. 2a, is applied: a short π-pulse
on the ontrol atom, a smooth Raman π-pulse Ωp(t) with∫ T
0
dtΩ2p(t)/(2∆) = π ating on all ensemble atoms, and
a seond π-pulse on the ontrol atom.
Figure 3: a: Linear suseptibility (not to sale) with respet
to the Raman laser as a funtion of its detuning δ from the
|P 〉-level for bloked transfer (solid urve) and in the un-
bloked ase (dashed urve). b: Eieny of the bloking
(I) as a funtion of Ωc/Ωp. For Ωc/Ωp > 2 the transfer of
the ensemble atoms from |A〉 to |B〉 is bloked with more
than 99% delity. : Transfer eieny in the unbloked
ase (II) as a funtion of the interation between the ontrol
and one ensemble atom (Ωc = 6Ωp). d: Fidelity of the pro-
ess 1/
√
2 (|0〉 + |1〉) |AAA〉 → 1/√2 (|0〉 |AAA〉+ |1〉 |BBB〉)
for three ensemble atoms as a funtion of their interation
strength Vjk and the ratio xmax =
√
2max(Ωp)/Ωc. We
hose the worst ase senario, i.e. all Vjk are equal. The
interation between ontrol atom and ensemble atoms was
Vk = 10 ~Ω
2
c/∆ for all four urves, giving rise to a maximal
allowed distane between the ontrol atom and the ensemble
atoms of 2.2 µm (1.4 µm) for the ratio x = 0.4 (x = 0.1). We
have hosen max(Ωp) = 2pi × 70 MHz, ∆ = 2pi × 1.2 GHz in
b-d, and atomi parameters of
87
Rb (see text).
(I) - bloking: |0〉
∣∣AN〉→ |0〉 ∣∣AN〉 - The bloking an
be onveniently understood in terms of adiabati passage
along dark states of an eetive Hamiltonian for the k-th
ensemble atom,
Hk/ǫ = x
2 |+〉k〈+| + |R〉k〈R| + x
(
|+〉k〈R|+ h.c.
)
,(2)
obtained by adiabatially eliminating the far-detuned |P 〉
state from the four-level system depited in Fig. 2b in
the limit ∆ ≫ Ωc,Ωp. In Eq. (2) we have dened
a harateristi energy sale ǫ = ~Ω2c/(4∆), the states
|±〉 = (1/√2)[|A〉 ± |B〉] and the resaled, dimensionless
Raman laser Rabi frequeny x(t) =
√
2Ωp(t)/Ωc. We are
interested in the regime x≪ 1, in whih Hk desribes the
EIT senario [9℄. The solid urve in Fig. 3a shows the sus-
3eptibility χ(δ) with respet to Ωp as a funtion of the
detuning δ of the Raman lasers from the |P 〉-state. We
work on two photon-resonane δ = ∆ with χ(∆) = 0.
Here the ensemble atoms beome 'transparent' for the
Raman lasers whih then do not ouple the states |A〉
and |B〉 anymore. In this ase Hk has two dark states
|d1〉k = |−〉 , |d2〉k = (1 + x2)−1/2[|+〉k − x |R〉k]. (3)
For the ontrol atom initially in |0〉 the rst π-pulse has
no eet. During the smooth Raman pulse the k-th
ensemble atom will adiabatially follow the dark state
|d〉k = (1/
√
2) [|d1〉k + |d2〉k], thereby starting and end-
ing in |A〉k. The remaining (non-dark) states are sep-
arated by an energy of at least ǫ. This strongly in-
hibits non-adiabati losses by Landau-Zener transitions,
whih limit the bloking delity and our with a small
probability ∝ x6. Non-adiabati ouplings to the other
dark state are absent. From Fig. 3b we see that the
transfer is bloked with more than 99% delity [14℄ if
Ωc/max(Ωp(t)) > 2. After the seond (ineetive) π-
pulse on the ontrol atom we have performed the step
|0〉 ∣∣AN〉→ |0〉 ∣∣AN〉.
(II) - transfer: |1〉 ∣∣AN〉 → |1〉 ∣∣BN〉 - If the ontrol
atom is initially in |1〉 the rst π-pulse transfers it to |r〉.
Sine the ontrol and the ensemble atoms interat via
Hce =
∑
k Vk |r〉 〈r| ⊗ |R〉k 〈R| the Rydberg level of the
k-th ensemble atom is now shifted by the energy Vk > 0
(see Fig. 2). This interation-indued energy shift lifts
the two-photon resonane ondition, whih is ruial to
blok the Raman transfer from |A〉k to |B〉k. Now, the
Raman laser beams no longer address the point of vanish-
ing suseptibility χ(∆) = 0 (f. dashed urve in Fig. 3a),
but ouple o-resonantly to |P 〉k and thereby realize the
transfer from |A〉k to |B〉k. In Fig. 3 the eieny of
the transfer |1〉 |A〉k → |1〉 |B〉k is shown as a funtion of
Vk. Theoretially, ideal transfer is ahieved for Vk ≫ ǫ
but even for Vk > 40ǫ the delity exeeds 98%.
The upper limit for the transfer delity is set by three
fators. First, radiative deay from the p-state ours
with a probability ∼ γp/∆≪ 1 during the Raman trans-
fer. One the transfer has taken plae the ontrol atom is
returned to |1〉 through the seond π-pulse, and eventu-
ally the step |1〉
∣∣AN〉→ |1〉 ∣∣BN〉 is ompleted [15℄. Se-
ond, during the Raman pulse the ontrol atom resides
in |r〉 (lifetime τr) for a time T . In order to minimize
radiative deay from |r〉, whih redues the transfer -
delity by a fator exp(−T/τr) (independently of N), the
Raman pulse has to be arried out muh faster than τr,
i.e. T < 1µs. Third, mehanial fores an our if the
ontrol atom and an ensemble atom reside in a Rydberg
state at a time. This would ause entanglement of in-
ternal and external degrees of freedom. However, sine
the probability for a double oupation of the Rydberg
state is ∝ x2(ǫ/Vk)2 the orresponding loss of delity is
negligibly small.
As the proedure is time-reversal symmetri, the in-
verse operation |0〉
∣∣AN〉 → |0〉 ∣∣AN〉 and |1〉 ∣∣BN〉 →
|1〉
∣∣AN〉 is ahieved by preisely the same pulse sequene.
Let us now extend the disussion to many interating
ensemble atoms. Ensemble-ensemble interations Hee =∑
k>j Vjk |R〉j〈R| ⊗ |R〉k〈R| are of no onsequene for
transfer step (II) provided Vjk ≥ 0, whih an be ensured
by the proper hoie of the Rydberg state |R〉. Sine in
this step the Rydberg level is anyway shifted by Hce a
further shift by Hee will have no eet. However, the
inuene of Hee on step (I) is more deliate as the blok-
ing ruially relies on the EIT ondition. Fig. 3d shows
the delity for generating the state |0〉|AN 〉+ |1〉|BN 〉 for
three ensemble atoms as a funtion of their mutual in-
teration and xmax =
√
2max (Ωp(t)) /Ωc. The delity
dereases with inreasing ensemble-ensemble interation.
Surprisingly, however, it quikly approahes a onstant
value as Vjk is further inreased. This asymptoti value
inreases the smaller the parameter xmax. We will now
show that in the limit xmax ≪ 1 the bloking works with
high delity, independently of the interation strength
among the ensemble atoms. Consequently, in this limit
the maximally ahievable delity of the gate (1) beomes
independent of Hee and is solely determined by the im-
perfetions disussed in (I) and (II).
The initial state of the ensemble atoms an be written
as a sum of diret produts of the single partile dark
states, whih for two atoms takes the form |AA(0)〉 =
(1/2) [|d1d1〉+ |d1d2〉+ |d2d1〉+ |d2d2〉]. While |d1d1〉,
|d1d2〉 and |d2d1〉 remain exat dark states for nite
x(t) 6= 0, the state |d2d2〉 ontains a fration of the two
atom Rydberg state |RR〉, and due to the Rydberg in-
teration evolves into a new state |g〉 under the adia-
bati time evolution x(t). This new state aquires an
energy shift Eg, ausing a dynamial phase shift whih is
the dominant mehanism for the redution of the blok-
ing delity. For weak interations Vjk ≪ ǫ perturba-
tion theory yields Eg(t) = x
4(t)V12, while in for strong
interations Vjk ≫ ǫ it reahes the asymptoti behav-
ior Eg(t) ≈ 2ǫx4(t)(1 − 2V −112 ). Consequently, the a-
quired phase shift is bounded by the worst ase senario
of strong interations with Vjk ≫ ǫ. Then, the 'grey'
state |g〉 in the present situation with Ωc ≪ ∆ redues
to the olletive state
|g〉 = (1 + x4)−1/2 [(1− x2) |++〉 − x(|+R〉+ |R+〉)] ,(4)
whih has the energy Eg(t) = 2ǫx
4(t), and ontains an
admixture of the 'superatom' state
1√
2
(|+R〉 + |R+〉)
when the Raman lasers are on. The aquired dynami-
al phase is 2φ with φ =
∫ T
0
dtEg(t)/~ ≈ (35/96)2πx2max
[16℄. After the Raman pulse we nd |AA(T )〉 =
(1/2)
[|d1d1〉+ |d1d2〉+ |d2d1〉+ e−2iφ |g〉
]
, giving rise
to a bloking delity Fb = |〈AA(0) | AA(T )〉|2 =
(1/16)
∣∣3 + e−2iφ∣∣2. This analysis an be general-
ized for N ensemble atoms where one nds N + 1
4'true' dark states and 2N − (N + 1) 'grey' states,
whih sustain energy shifts of at most ǫN(N −
1)x4(t) during the Raman pulse. The delity is then
Fb =
∣∣∣∑Nm=0N !/(m!(N −m)!2N ) exp(−im(m− 1)φ)
∣∣∣
2
with φ ≪ 1 as dened above. Note that the delity
an be improved by suppressing the ensemble interation
with a suitable hoie of the Rydberg state and/or a an-
elation of the leading interation by the ombination of
stati and mirowave elds as was reently proposed for
polar moleules [11℄. For strong interations the proba-
bility of nding two ensemble atoms in the Rydberg state
is of the order N2x4(min(Vjk)/ǫ)
−2
, suh that mehani-
al eets, whih might redue the delity, are negligible.
The numbers presented in this work (Fig. 3) have been
alulated for
87
Rb. The Rydberg states of the ontrol
and the ensemble atoms are 50s and 49s, respetively
[17℄. The C6 oeients of the orresponding Van der
Waals interation have been taken from [12℄. The life-
time of the ontrol atom is τc = 66µs. The detun-
ing of the Raman lasers is △ = 2π × 1.2GHz, the du-
ration T = 0.44µs and the deay rate of the p-state
γp = 36MHz. Larger interation energies and orre-
spondingly larger distanes between the ontrol and the
ensemble atoms an be reahed by hoosing Rydberg
states of higher prinipal quantum number and/or work-
ing with permanent indued dipole moments.
Finally, we briey omment on the novel possibilities
oered by our mesosopi Rydberg gate in the ontext of
quantum dynamis of atomi ondensed matter physis.
In Fig. 1 the atomi ensemble an represent old atoms
in an optial lattie as a quantum simulator for a Hub-
bard model. Sine optial latties an be state depen-
dent, atoms in |A〉, and |B〉 an be governed by Hub-
bard Hamiltonians with dierent (time-dependent) pa-
rameters, generating for an initial quantum state or phase
|Φ〉 in the lattie a dierent time evolution UA,B|Φ〉 →
|ΦA,B〉. The gate (1) allows the preparation of suh
a mesosopi superposition of quantum phases on time
sales fast ompared with the lattie dynamis, entangled
with the ontrol atom, |0〉
∣∣AN〉 |ΦA〉+ |1〉
∣∣BN〉 |ΦB〉. A
many partile interferometer, as desribed in Fig. 4, will
provide via measurement of the ontrol atom the overlap
〈ΦA|ΦB〉 [13℄. This ompares many body quantum states
and their dynamis on the level of the full wave funtion,
at least of a mesosopi sale, to be ompared with low
order orrelation funtions aessed in traditional on-
densed matter and old atom experiments.
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Figure 4: The gate (1) is the fundamental building blok of a
many-partile interferometer where the overlap of two many-
partile wave funtions an be measured. (i) Initial state
preparation. (ii) The ontrol atom is prepared in (1/
√
2)(|0〉+
|1〉). (iii) Gate (Eq. (1)). (iv) Internal-state-dependent evo-
lution, governed by UA and UB . (v) Reombination of the
interferometer arms by (1). (vi) Measurement of the ontrol
atom in the basis |c±〉 = (1/
√
2)(|0〉± |1〉) yields aess to the
wave funtion overlap 〈ΦA | ΦB〉 = 〈Φ|U†AUB |Φ〉.
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